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Why Hadron Spectroscopy
• Most of the visible mass of the universe is due to hadrons, in particular to
the protons and neutrons that form the atomic nucleus	

• Hadrons have an internal structure being made of quarks but quark masses
account only for a small fraction of the nucleon mass: ~ 1%	

- mq ~ 10 MeV	

- mN ~ 1000 MeV	


while the remaining fraction is to to the force that binds the quarks: QCD	

• Studying the hadron spectrum is a tool to
answer fundamental questions as	

- What is the internal structure and what are
Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future
the internal degrees of freedom of hadrons?
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- What is the role of gluons?
- What is the origin of quark confinement?
- Are 3-quarks and quark-antiquark the only
possible configurations
Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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A Global Approach to Spectroscopy
Answering these fundamental questions requires is a challenging tasks that
requires a global approach
Experiments:

§ Different reactions in different regimes can provide complementary
sensitivity (annihilation, diffraction, photo-production, … )	

§ New/Critical findings need confirmation from more than one experiment	

§ Light versus heavy quark	


Analysis:	

§ Sophisticated PWA frameworks to hunt for small signals	

§ Efficient computing strategies (GPUs, cloud, …) to cope with large
statistics and large number of fitting parameters	

Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future
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Theory:	


§ Critical to provide guidance to experimental studies (Lattice QCD, …)	

§ Development of sophisticated amplitudes exploiting the world data and
fundamental constraints (unitarity, analiticity, …)	


Need for a tight collaborations between experiments
and between experimentalists and theorists	

Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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Spectroscopy in the World: Jlab and Panda
§ Many experiments in the world are studying hadron spectroscopy	

§ Jlab and Panda are two of the key players in the near future	

CLAS12 and GlueX @Jlab:
Technique: electro- and photo-production on proton and
neutron target
Physics Program:
- meson spectroscopy: search for hybrids, study of
rare states, strangeness-rich resonances, …
- baryon spectroscopy: strangeness-rich states and
nucleon resonances
Panda
@future
FAIR:
Jlab12 Scientific Computing:
present and
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Technique: proton-antiproton annihilation
Physics Program:
- meson spectroscopy: charmonium, open charm and
search for gluonic excitations
- baryon spectroscopy: hyperon production and
nucleon resonances
Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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Technique: proton-antiproton annihilation
Physics Program:
- meson spectroscopy: charmonium, open charm and
search for gluonic excitations
- baryon spectroscopy: hyperon production and
nucleon resonances
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Jefferson Laboratory
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
(CEBAF):	

• a superconducting electron machine based
on two linacs in racetrack configuration	

• presently being upgraded to 12 GeV	

	

Construction of
the new Hall D

CHL-2
Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future

High electron polarization	

Beam Power: 1MW	

Beam Current: 90 µA	

Max Enery Hall A-C: 10.9 GeV	

Max Energy Hall D: 12 GeV	

Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda

Upgrade of the
arc magnets
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Upgrade of the
instrumentation of
the existing Halls
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CLAS12 and GLUEX
Spectroscopy is one of the main topics that will be studied with the Jlab 12
GeV upgrade. Key elements are:	

• High intensity electron and tagged photon beams	

• Detectors with large acceptance and good particle identification capabilities	

	


	

 GlueX in Hall D

	


	


	


	


CLAS12 in Hall B	


Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future
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The CLAS12 Experiment
Experimental Technique:	

§ Detection of multiparticle final state from hadron decay
in the large acceptance spectrometer CLAS12	

§ Quasi-real photo-production: Detection of the
scattered electron for the tagging of the quasi-real
photon in the novel Forward Tagger	

§ Electro-production: Detection of the scattered
electron in CLAS12 to measure the Q2 evolution of
nucleon resonance form factors	


Forward Tagger
Electromagnetic
calorimeter (PbWO)	


Physics goals:	

and future
§ Detailed mapping ofJlab12
the Scientific
meson Computing:
spectrumpresent Micromegas
Tracker	

up to 2.5 GeV, study of strangeness rich
states and search for exotics	

§ Spectroscopy of (very) strange baryons
( Λ*Σ*, Ξ* and Ω-)
§ Study of nucleon resonances with the
search for missing states and the
investigation of form factors	

Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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Scintillation
Hodoscope	
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Scalar Mesons
Scalars are fundamental states because they represent the Higgs sector of
strong interaction:	


mass (MeV)!

• same quantum numbers of the
QCD vacuum 	

• responsible for chiral symmetry
breaking	

f0(2000)

a00! f0,f0’!
K*-!

?

K*+!

a0-!

K*0!

K*(1430) a0(1450)
• The
Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future
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K*0!

I=1/2
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?

I=1! isospin!

scalar meson Catania,
nonet28/5/2014	

should be
composed by a0(I=1),K* (I=1/2), f0 and
f0’(I=0), with the a0 as lightest state and
the f0’ showing a large strange content 	

• At present, given the I=1 and I=1/2 states
that have been identified, there is an
excess of I=0 states	
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The f0(980) meson

§ Studied at CLAS analyzing the photoproduction of pion pairs on proton
target	

§ Full PWA analysis of M(π+π-) spectrum
below 1.5 GeV:	

Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future
	

- P-wave: ρ meson	

	

- D-wave: f2(1270)	

	

- S-wave: σ, f0(980) and f0(1320)	

§ Known states well reproduced, e.g.
ρ(770)	

§ First observation of the f0(980) in
photo-production	

Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda

CLAS

f0(980)

CLAS, PRL 102, 102001 (2009)

The f0(980) is one of the lowest mass scalar
and isosinglet candidate of the first nonet:	

è Unusual mas hierarchy of the multiplet
(f0(980) almost degenerate with
a0(980)) and decays led to propose
these states as TETRAQUARKs	


Photoproduction
cross section	


Catania, 28/5/2014	


Investigation of scalar
mesons will continue
with CLAS12
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Hybrids and Exotics
Ù Hybrids (qqg) are the ideal system to
study qq interaction and the role of
gluons	

Ù Existence is not prohibited by QCD but
not yet firmly established.	

Ù A possibility to identify unambiguously a
meson as an hybrid state is to look for
exotic quantum numbers	


q!

q
q

q!

regular meson

hybrid meson!

Ù Excitation of the glue leads to a new
spectrum of hadrons that can have exotic
quantum numbers
	

	

	

	

JPC = 0+- , 1-+ , 2+- ...	

Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present andÙ
future
Catania, number
28/5/2014	

For each exotic quantum
combination, a nonet of state should exist,
including states with open or hidden
strangeness	

Ù Lattice QCD calculations predict masses
around 2 GeV, a range that can be explored
at JLab	

Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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Lattice QCD
J. Dudek et al., Phys. Rev. D84, 074023 (2011)	


Predictions of the meson spectrum from Lattice QCD are now available	


• Good reproduction of the
regular meson spectrum	

Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future
• Indication of the existence
of states with high gluonic
content	

normal mesons	


exotics	

Catania, 28/5/2014	


isovector mesons, mπ~700 MeV	

Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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Strangeonia in CLAS12
Ù The φπ final state is one of the best
candidate for the search of hybrids:	


Gen/2	


- ss meson decay is prohibited by
isotopic spin conservation	

- nn meson decay is suppressed because
of the OZI rule	

- Strong coupling is expected for hybrids
and tetraquarks	


Rec	


Ù Candidate C(1480) observed by the
LEPTON-F experiment:	

M=(1480±40) MeV	

Γ =(130±60) MeV	


Gen/2	


	


Scientific Computing: present and future
Ù Can be studiedJlab12
in CLAS12
via the final
state γp→pK+(K-)γγ
- acceptance ~10%	

- exp. cross section ~10nb	

- π/K separation up to 4-5
GeV needed: FTOF+RICH	


Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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FTOF
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Rich physics program focused on understanding
the hadron spectrum and hadron production
mechanisms via strangeness tagging in photo and
electro-production:	

	

Program started with CLAS…	

§ Spectroscopy of mesons with open
and hidden strangeness:	

•
•

Counts

Hadrons and Strangeness

•

Σ0(1192)

Σ*(1385)

Λ*(1520)

φ and f0(980) production	

K* spectrum and production	


Mx(γp→K+X ) (GeV)

§ Hyperon spectroscopy: 	

•

Λ0(1116)

Lambda, Sigma and Cascade ground and excited
Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future
states	

Measurement of total cross sections, differential
cross sections and polarization observables to
investigate internal structure and strangeness
formation	


CLAS
has the largest
Catania, 28/5/2014	

data set in hyperon
photo-production and
more than 25
publications in
journals	


	


…will be extended in scope and
precision with CLAS12	

Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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Hyperons: Λ(1405) Spin and Parity
Parity and spin of the state were never
measured before and PDG JP assignment
is based on the CQM expectation 	


JP=1/2-

JP=1/2+

	


§ J and P can be inferred finding a reaction
where Λ(1405) is created polarized and
studying the decay:	

	
  Λ(1405)	
  →	
  Σ	
  π	
  
§ Decay angular distribution relates to J:	

- J=1/2: flat distribution
- J=3/2: “smile” or “frown” distribution	

• Parity is given by polarization transfer to
daughter	

	

Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future
	


K. Moriya PRL 112, 082004 (2014)

Catania, 28/5/2014	


Analysis of decay angular distribution
indicate an isotropic decay in S-wave	

JP=1/2experimentally determined for the first
time	

Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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Very Strange Baryons
Study of the Ω- and Ξ* are among the main goals
of the CLAS12 spectroscopy program:	

• Ω- discovered in 1964: after 50 years, indication on
JP from Babar and others but full determination not
yet achieved	

• Ξ* spectrum still poorly known: many states missing
and spin/parity undetermined	


Photoproduction mechanism implies creation of
three s quarks	


V. E. Barnes et al., Phys. Rev. Let. 12 (1964) 204	


• Models indicate σ(Ω- ) ~0.3-2 nb at E~7GeV	

• Expected production rates in CLAS12: 	

- Ω- : 90 /h	


Jlab12 Scientific Computing: present and future
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- Ξ-(1690)/Ξ-(1820): 0.2/0.9 k/h	


• Ω- : measurement of the cross section and
investigation of production mechanisms 	

• Ξ*: spin/parity determination, cross section and
production mechanism, measurement of doublets
mass splitting	

Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS12 and Panda
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CLAS12-PANDA Spectroscopy Program
The$CLAS12!PANDA%Spectroscopy%
Program"
quasi-real photo-production on proton target, exploiting the linear polarization of the virtual
photon
constraint
the We
partial wave analyses.
Understanding the hadron spectrum is one of the fundamental
issuestoinsimplify
modernand
particle
physics.
Study
of scalar
mesons. made
Scalars
JPC = 0++ are some of the most intriguing bound states in
know that existing hadron configurations include baryons, made oof three
quarks,
and mesons,
of with
quarksame
number of the QCD vacuum and the lowest mass
antiquark pairs. However we also know that most of the hadron QCD.
mass They
is nothave
due intofact
the the
mass
of quantum
these
state,
the spectrum
so-called isf0(600)
or σ,
is the
elementary constituents but to the force that binds them. Studying the
hadron
therefore
a tool
to field that in the non-linear σ model breaks chiral
symmetry
giving
massDynamics
to the Goldstone
bosons of QCD. The scalar sector presents however
explore one of the fundamental forces in nature, the strong force, and
Quantum
Chromo
(QCD), Hadron'Spectroscopy'and'study'of'QCD'bound'states'at'PANDA
some of the most intriguing puzzles because, even if several states have been identified, the
the theory that describes it. This investigation can provide an answer to fundamental questions as what is the
interpretation of their structure in terms of
constituents
is still quiteatunclear
and assignments
The
PANDA experiment
the High-Energy
StorageinRing (HESR) at FAIR will study antiproton collisions
origin of the mass of hadrons, what is the origin of quark confinement,
what
are classification
the relevant degrees
of tentative. Open questions arise both from the unusual
the quark
model
are at most
with fixed target protons and nuclei up to beam momenta of 15 GeV/c (corresponding to a maximum centerfreedom to describe these complex systems and how the transition
between
the elementary
constituents,
mass
hierarchy
of the lightest
scalar nonet,
formed
by the
κ, a0(980), f05.5
(980),
and from
an
of-mass
energy
of σ,
approximately
GeV).
Antiproton-proton
interactions offer a unique tool to perform
quarks and gluons, and baryons and mesons occurs.
excess of I=0 state in the 1-2 GeV mass high
range.
This excess
has lead tobecause
speculations
about
the
precision
spectroscopy,
in these
collisions
all non-exotic states can be formed directly: this
real nature of these states and the possible
presence
unconventional
state, a glueball
or ais very accurate antiproton
PANDA
willthe
bebeam
able to measure these widths down to values of ∼100 KeV
implies
thatoftheanmeasurement
of masses
and widths
because it beam
depends
only on
tetraquark. Testing these hypotheses and determining the inner strcture of these resonances
by measuring
the the
production
crossbesections close to threshold, which is sensitive to the
and is
not limited
by detector
resolution.
The antiproton
beam from
HESR will
requires high precision data for the scalarparameters
wave amplitude
to allow
an accurate
extraction
of the
-4
-5
resonance width.
characterized
by
a
beam
momentum
spread
δ
p/p
between
10
(in
high-luminosity
mode)
and
10
(in
highresonance poles. This will be performed by CLAS12, focusing on the first scalar nonet and
spectroscopy.
An understanding
resolution mode) allowing the measurement of sub-MeV widths.oTheBaryon
maximum
instantaneous
luminosity of the baryon spectrum is one of the primary goals
other states with masses up to 2.0-2.5 GeV.
Hadron'Spectroscopy'and'study'of'QCD'bound'states'at'CLAS12'
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31
non-perturbative
In the nucleon
between 2×10
andi.e.
10states
in the
two modes,
respectively,of thus
allowing theQCD.
measurement
of sector, where most of the experimental information
o Strangeonia.
Presently
available
dataanonwill
thevary
strangeonium
spectrum,
containing
a
Hadron spectroscopy and, in general, the study of the properties
of QCD bound
states
represents
is available, the agreement with quark model predictions is astonishingly small, and the
processes with very low cross sections (in the few pb range).
are rather
Conventional
important part of the physics program of the CLAS12 experiment ss
at pair,
Jefferson
Lab. sparse.
The experiment
will strangeonia are in the constituent quark model radial
situation is even worse in the strange baryon sector. The PANDA experiment is well suited
and by
orbital
excitationaccelerator
of the ground
stateThe
φ(1020).
Masses
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expected
to
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between
1
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3
exploit the high duty cycle, high polarization electron beam provided
the CEBAF
to study
physics program of PANDA addresses central issues of strong interactions.
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variety
for a comprehensive
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the 22
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thepredicted
maximumstates
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which
the spectroscopy
of QCD
a central role. and possibly also charmed baryons.
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electron beam energy of 11 GeV, a center-of mass energy above 4conventional
GeV can be states,
reachedexotics
on proton
targets,
• Non-perturbative QCD dynamics. In the quark picture hyperon pair production either involves the
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strangeonia
in
final
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neutral
KK
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KK*,
φπ
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φη.
The
latter
allowing scientists to study baryon resonances produced in the s channel up to masses of the order of 3.5 Physics'Program''
creation of a quark-antiquark pair or the knock out of such pairs out of the nucleon sea. Hence the
35
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important
to the Zweig rule, the contribution of ss states
GeV and meson resonances of mass up to 2.5 GeV. The experimentwill
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of 10since,
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s-1,
creation
mechanism
of quark-antiquark
• Spectroscopy of QCD bound states. One key problem
of QCD
is to understand
its spectrum. pairs
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is expected
and amount
interference
with
giving access to process with cross sections down to the order of nbarns,
in limited
of time.
Using
nn states should be highly suppressed: just the mere
the reactions of the
pp (three
→YY, where Y denotes a hyperon. By comparing several
observed states can be understood as conventional measuring
mesons (quark-antiquark)
or type
baryons
polarized electron beam and polarized targets, polarization observables
will be measured
in addition
identification
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in to
thecross
φη system would therefore prove the presence of a ss
reactions
different
quark
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the OZI rule and its possible violations can be tested for
quarks). However the theory also predicts glueballs, states
madeinvolving
entirely of
the QCD
gauge
bosons,
sections and decay angular distributions. The scattering of the primary
electron beam on proton targets will
state.
different
of disconnected
quark-line of
diagrams separately. Furthermore the parity violating
and also more exotic forms of matter, like multiquark
states, levels
molecules
or hybrids composed
be used to investigate electro-production processes from small
to large momentum
transfer
Q2, studying
• Spectroscopy
of Strange
Baryons.
This the
sector is ofquarks
particular
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in hadron
spectroscopy
weak
decay of
state
introduces an asymmetry of the decay particles and gives
and gluons.
are some
indications for the
existence
ofmost
suchground
states in
thehyperons
light quark
evolution of QCD dynamics. Quasi-real photo-production, occurring
when
the primary
electron is scattered
because of
the lack
precise information
on excited hyperons
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after
the prediction
access
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degrees
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freedom
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processes.
A systematic investigation of these reactions
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but
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overall
picture
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in
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and spectrum
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−3 hyperon
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where mixing
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possible
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due toa the
observation
at BaBar,
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and wave
CLEOanalysis,
of the so-called
Y, Z states,
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of hadron spectroscopy
the resonances
light-quarkbaryons with high precision and statistics in exclusive
the production
mechanism ofinthese
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whose interpretation in terms of conventional quark-antiquark
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unclear
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the production
mechanisms
unknown.
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show of
that our understanding of QCD is in many respects only
these states via the measurement of cross sections and polarization
andneed
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marginal andobservables,
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the
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and surgical experiments to eventually unravel the
Physics'Program'
missing states. Of particular interest is the production mechanism
the states
Ω−, which
is expected
be quite
Conclusions'
nature of of
these
and the
true spectrum
of QCD.
• Meson Spectroscopy. Mesons, being made by a quarkspecific,
and an antiquark,
quark bound
since it is are
the the
firstsimplest
baryon whose
constituents cannot
come from thetotarget
proton.
The measurements
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outInbyaddition,
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The
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of the CLAS12 and PANDA physics program for the study of QCD bound states present
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between
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what
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of thequarks
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and Ξ(1820),
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Thewill
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spectrum analysis
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decay angular
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EFT
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stateson understanding the structure of QCD bound states,
by
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two
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properties of mesons but also to search for possible unconventional
distributions. states beyond the quark-antiquark
below open charm threshold are known,
but thethe
measurements
their parameters
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spectrum of of
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and baryons,and
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Nucleon
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existence
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possible
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1
particles,
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of nucleon
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electron and
hybrid mesons ( qqg ) and other resonances beyond
thosetopredicted
by production
the quark model.
The resonances. Detecting
nature of the
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2
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the four-momentum
transfer,
, of the virtual photon it will be possible to explore theexperiments. CLAS12 will study the spectroscopy of light quark mesons, investigating also specific sectors
existence of these states and predictions for masses
and decay
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basedQ on
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nature
of thecomputations
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for different wavelengths. From these measurements, thesuch as scalar and strangeness-rich states. Phenomenological models and Lattice QCD calculations will
various models and recently confirmed by first
principle
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measure masses with an accuracy of the order of 100 KeV and widths to 10% or better.
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transition
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factors
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forthreshold,
the experiment.
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first Final
time in
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Q2 from 5.0 to 10.0 GeV2. These will allow scientists to provide important input in the search for hybrid mesons that are supposed to couple significantly to the
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such as 3πdomain
or πη, ofwhere
find the missing D- and F- wave states and unravel the nature of the newly discovered X, Y,
evolution ofwill
the be
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degrees oftofreedom in excited nucleon states from meson-baryon photon probe. PANDA will study mainly the spectroscopy of charmonium and open charm. In this sector,
evidence of exotic signals was reported by explore
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experiments,
investigated
Z states.
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to
dressed
quark
contributions,
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how
the
strong
interaction
creates
dressed
quark
provide confirming evidence, while strangeness-rich final states, such as φπ, will be studied
theoreticalofguidance
not only
Lattice QCD calculations, but also from non-relativistic models
o Search for gluonic excitations. The spectrum
hybrids can
andarise
glueballs
canfrom
be calculated
in various
N∗research
and howprogram
they emerge
from QCD.
searching for evidence of exotics with hidden cores
strangeness.
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and and
effective
fieldwith
theories
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to describe successfully the charmonium spectrum. Based
within the framework of various models
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In spite of
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exist, limited by the detector resolution.
to theGiven
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definition
of the
significant progresses in the search for missing states and the determination of baryon properties are
expected. The complementarity arising from the different reaction processes that will be studied would make
a tight collaboration of the two experiments very productive.
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Summary
§ Hadron spectroscopy is a key tool to study fundamental aspects of QCD
and reach a deep understanding of strong interaction
§ The collaboration of experimentalists and theorists at the worldwide
level is critical to overcome the open problems and challenges of hadron
spectroscopy
§ Panda and CLAS12, as key players in the field, have the possibility to
strengthen their potential by establishing a tight collaboration and
exploiting their similarities and complementarities
§ The CLAS collaboration has started a thorough investigation of the
meson and hadron
spectrum
basedandon
existing data
Jlab12 Scientific
Computing: present
future
Catania, 28/5/2014	

§ These studies will continue with CLAS12 with renewed tools and broader
reach
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